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Birdo makes another appearance in the Mario
Party series in Mario Party 2 , where she has

already joined Bowser as his color coordinating
partner for the Mushroom Kingdom. In this
game, she has a greater number of moving

skills, and can perform spin moves similar to the
ones used by Peach. Birdo moves faster than

Peach in this game, although she still has a top
speed of around. She can still perform a Crazy

Comet, but her special move is the Birdo Beam.
All of the characters have special moves, which
activate when their character has hit a ball or

coin. The only player who does not have a
special move is Gairy. This player will hit a ball
without a special move. In Mario Party 3 , Birdo

has a role in the story. Her goal is to get her
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coin bank to the top of the pyramid, and, after
the player enters through the tail, find her tail to

get to the sky. When the player enters the
game, the background is a scene from the

original Mario Bros. While going through the
diamond pipes, they will find Birdo. However, if

the player enters the airship located at the
Airship Courtyard, they will get to the end of the

level without her. In that case, the player will
have to fight Yoshi to rescue her. After rescuing
her, Yoshi will give the player 1000 coins. Birdo
makes her first appearance in Mario Party 5 ,
where Bowser brings her along with him when

they visit the Mushroom Kingdom. In the
storyline, she is Bowser's new partner, so she
can be chosen as the player's partner. If the

player wants to, they can take her to the castle
and Bowser will add her to the group. If Bowser
and Birdo are defeated, the player will not get

the chance to add Birdo to their team. However,
the player will still get all of the character's coin
bonuses if they do not take her on. The player
will be able to choose one of the three male

characters, but they cannot choose the same
one twice.
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In Mario Golf, Birdo is a Speed and Balance type
character, like Yoshi and Baby Mario. Her

specialty is the short game, while most other
characters perform much better in the long
game. The true star of this game is Birdo's

Balloon, a perky little item that flies along the
paths as the player's golft. She can use it to
traverse valleys, walk over water, hover over

holes in the ground or over mountains; she also
is able to perform a few trick shots. After a few
sets of holes, the player will unlock the 4th Star
on the new Moon Course for the first time. Upon

finishing the course, the Balloon will explode,
and her game count will drop until it is

recharged. The player will be given a chance to
recharge Birdo's balloon before the game

continues. Birdo makes a cameo appearance in
Mario Sports Superstars for the Wii. In this

game, she is a Balance and Speed type
character, with strong powers in soccer and

hockey. She is one of the more popular
characters in the game. She appears in the

story mode if the player chose Daisy, the 17th
Amiibo in Mario's pack. In this game, Birdo has a

new theme. The theme, the theme of the
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platformer, is used to make the player's
character have a black-and-white or green-and-
black theme. If the player takes the alternate

theme, Birdo becomes a black-and-white
version of her normal self. However, when she is
on the edge of the field, her colour will change

to the green that the player normally has. When
the player plays in the single-player story mode,

Birdo is one of the few playable characters to
appear as a character in-game. 5ec8ef588b
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